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ABSTRACT

An alloy model is proposed for the electronic structure of high temperature supercon-
ductors. It is based on the assumption that holes and extra electrons are localized in small copper
oxygen clusters, that would be the components of such alloy. This model, when used together with
quantum chemical calculations on small clusters, can explain the structure observed in the experi-
mental densities of states of both hole and electron superconductors close to the Fermi energy. The
main point is the strong dependence of the energy level distribution and composition on the number
of electrons in a cluster. The alloy model also suggests a way IO correlate Tc with the number of
holes, or extra electrons, and the number of adequate clusters to locate them.
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As a first slep in this communication we shall relate (wo different observa-
tions regarding the copper oxides and find that this suggests an interesting
way of Analysing the electronic structure of high temperature superconduc-
tors.

The first is an experimental result. Very recent reports on the density
of states of Lai^STtCuO* [I] and Ndj^Ce^uO, [2] show that there is a
small peak close to the Fermi energy that increases with doping. The levels
in this Land are mostly of oxygen type for the hole superconductors and of
copper type for the electron superconductors.

The second observation comes from our calculations of the energy levels
and wavefunctions of small clusters of the type (CuOB)"* thai appear in the
copper oxides (figure 1). In these calculations we use a minimal basis set of 2s
and 2p oxygen orbitals and 3d, 4s and 4p copper orbitals, consider electron-
electron interactions in a mean field way and include a Madelung term for (he
electrostatic interactions, due to the partial ionicity of the bonds. We have
previously used these cluster calculations to interpret hyperfine interactions
[3| and positron annihilation results [4J. Details of the method used for the
calculations are given in those references, but it is a standard semiempirical
procedure used in quantum chemistry (iterative extended Huckel method).
However, we must remark that it is essential lo use the iterative version,
that takes into account the strong electron-electron interactions. The results
obtained with it compare quite well with ab-initio calculations for the CuO
molecule [5] and also with first principles calculations performed for larger
clusters [6j. In particular, the good agreement of the results for the electric
field gradient at the copper sites [3] makes us believe that the orbitals close
to the Fermi level are well represented and give the necessary physical infor-
mation required here. As expected, when copper has four or more oxygen
nearest neighbors its d level occupation is always close to 3d9. Therefore,
one may think of Cu+1 and 0'1 in such groups, so that the charge results
q = 2n - 2. If Cu has only two oxygen neighbors it becomes close to 3d10 and
therefore the group charge may be taken as —3. The calculated set of energy
levels of the ions (CuOn)J"2n consists of a highest occupied level (HOMO
or Fermi level) of antibonding character between the copper dti-^ and the
corresponding oxygen 2p orbitals, the rest of the occupied levels lying about
1 eV below in energy (figure 1). However, when a hole or an extra electron is
introduced in the cluster, making the cluster charge g = 2n ~ 1 or q = 2n — 3,
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the level distribution changes appreciably. It is particularly different in (he
case of holes between the square (n=4), and the pyramid or octahedral geo-
metries (n=5 or 6). If the cluster has one (n=5) or (wo (n=G) apical oxygens
a group of levels belonging mostly to these oxygens moves close to the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) when an electron is removed. But it is
interesting to note that this does not happen if two electrons are removed.
The holes are howe'er not located in the apical oxygen but in the plane and
their charge is shared between copper (about .30) and the four surrounding
oxygens (about .15 each). However, when no apical oxygens are present the
holes do not modify the level structure close to the HOMO but the extra
electrons provide some additional occupation close to the Fermi energy.

Relating these observations with the experimental densities of states of,
say, hole superconductors, we suggest considering the system as a superposi-
tion of clusters with and without holes, as if it were a disordered alloy of two
different chemical species. When the fraction of clusters containing holes is
increased, for example by adding more Sr, the apical"oxygen levels close to
the Fermi level will create the small peak that is observed to increase experi-
mentally. A similar analysis for the electron superconductors shows that the
levels involved are mostly of copper type. This localized charge idea has also
been recently proposed by Cava [7J.

With this alloy idea in mind we believe the density of states close to the
Fermi level can be calculated approximately by adding the local densities of
states at all the copper and oxygen atoms in the unit cell, obtained from
the cluster calculations by a Gaussian broadening of the energy levels. For
example, for non superconducting La-fiuO*, that has one copper atom in
the cell and no holes, the cluster to be considered is (CuOe)"!O. The doped
material La2sSrtCu0A has x holes and therefore one should consider i
times (CuOs)'

9 and (1 - x) times (CuOe)'10 to obtain the partial densities
of states. With this procedure the total density of states at the Fermi energy
results 0.01 for i = 0 and 0.04 for i = 0.2. The proportion of states due to
the apical oxygen is small, but increases with doping ( figure 2).

In a similar way, non superconducting YBa2Cv30e has no holes and
the clusters to be considered are two times (CuOs)~

8 plus one (CuC^)"3-
But superconducting YBa2CuiOT has one hole, which we show below is
in a piramidal cluster, so we add (Cu04)~8 + (CuOs)~

7 + (CuOA)'6. The
density of states also increases at the Fermi energy and the proportion <!ue

to (he apical oxygen changes from smaller to larger than that of copper. The
jirosence of two equally populated apical oxygen sites, as would Ue (he case
here, seems to have been detected experimentally [8].

This superposition of groups with localized charge, or disordered alloy
idea, was suggested by the study of small clusters, that would be the diffe-
rent components of the alloy. Larger clusters of oxygen and copper atoms,
studied by a mean field method such as the one used here, or band structure
calculations, would average the proper!ies of the different components.of the
alloy, as in 1 lie virtual crystal approximation. We believe the present model
is a new representation of an essentially many body effect.

In a second step we shall use the alloy model to relate Tc with the number
of holes, or excess electrons, and the number of adequate sites to locale them.
We assume that Tc is proportional to the density of states at the Fermi level
and also that the holes are attracted by, and therefore localized at, clusters
with apical oxygens only. If the number of holes exceeds the number of
adequate clusters the density of states close to the Fermi energy will decrease,
and so will Tc. Similarly, electron superconductors have Tc related to the
number of extra electrons per formula unit and these are localized at clusters
C11O4 that do not have apical oxygens.

As a first test of these hypothesis we calculate the energy required to put
a hole in the two clusters of the YBaiCujOj compound, as follows:

E(CuOh)-
7 - E{CuO>)~* = 2.7eV

\ ) - « = S.ltV

Although the absolute values obtained may be far from those of a full
iibinitio calculation, it is clear that the holes go preferably lo clusters in (he
plane, that have apical oxygens. Clusters from the chains have four oxygens
surrounding the copper atom, and are therefore equivalent to those of systems
without the apical oxygens.

To further test these hypothesis we collect in Table F the relevant data
for a number of well studied superconducting oxides, whose structures are
given for example in ref.[7]. We wish to find out if Tc increases with the
number of holes, or extra electrons, until this number exceeds that of the
adequate clusters to localize them, and then starts to decrease. Column 1
gives the compound formulae,with the proportions yielding the highest Tc
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in each case. Column 2 gives the copper coordination in the corresponding
crystal structure. Column 3 gives the number of adequate clusters, that is,
those where we believe holes or extra electrons are located ( holes in CuOj
and CuO6 and electrons in CUOA )• Column 4 gives the charge per formula
unit, calculated using the valence charges of the component elements given
in the table caption. When negative it gives the number of holes, when
positive the number of extra electrons. For example, La2^xSrICu04 gives
ch = 3(2 - x) + 1x + 2 - 8 = - £ . Column 5 gives Tc, obtained from the
indicated references.

The table shows that both ch and Nad are important for Tc, and we
shall suggest below a possible way to plot these data. Before, a special
discussion is needed for the entries containing Bi and Tl, as these elements
have a strong covalent interaction with oxygen, that can not be treated only
electrostatically. The short (approximately 2 A) bond between Bi or Tl
and the apical oxygens leads to strong bonding-antibonding interactions [9]
and leaves Hi or Tl in a charge state possibly close to +2.5. Therefor*
compounds of the series Bi2Ba2Can_xCun0tn+tl that are stequiometric if
Bi is considered as +3, end up having holes in the piramida.1 cluster (G'uO;)
that is specially close to the Bi atom. Increasing the number of planes with
no apical oxygens, further away from the Bi atoms, does not increase Tc
proportionally, as they do not introduce extra holes nor attract the existing
ones. Of course, this is only a qualitative interpretation of the experimental
facts and we do not intend to explain the differences in Tc between 90K
and 110K for different members of the aeries or the need for a modulation
in the structure. Our suggestion is that all members of the series with n
larger than one have approximately one hole per formula unit, located in one
of the (CuOi) clusters. They all have two such clusters and the rest are of
type (CuOt). The case n—1 must be looked at separately, as it has only one
copper atom in a (CuO$) environment. Both apical oxygens interact with
neighbor Bi atoms and the group may even have more than one hole. This
might explain the low Tc observed in this compound, as compared with the
rest of the series.

With this picture it is easy to understand why Tc is so similar in the
compounds with Bi and Tl, recalling that their atomic structures are 6^2Cp3

and (is2!}})1 respectively. The 6p orbital directed towards the apical oxygens is
the only one involved in the bonding-antibonding split, the other (>p orbitals

are certainly empty and the 6s orbitals must be close lo the Fermi level so
that they arc occupied when two more electrons are available ( in Bi versus
Tl). In figure 3 we show a diagram of the energy1 levels of the group BiO6 or
TlOf, to clarify this point, although we have not performed this calculation
because seniiempirical quantum chemical methods are not parametrized for
elements as heavy as these. The bonding levels can accomodale a maximum
of one 6p electron, thus leaving Bi or Tl with charge larger than +2.

The second series of Tl compounds has a very similar structure to the
first one and also similar Tc. The Tl atoms also have sixfold coordination
with oxygens, although the geometry is slightly different and therefore the
degree of covalcnry may change somewhat [9]. With our simplified picture,
assuming for Tl the charge +2.5, the formula unit TIBajCa^xCunOin+s
gives 1.5 holes. This value should produce about the highest Tc obtainable
in this kind of materials, that have two groups (CuOj) capable of attracting
holes. More holes would certainly decrease Tc, as the number of levels close to
the HOMO would decrease. We believe this is what happens in the case n = l,
that has only one copper oxygen group. In particular, the recent report [10]
that Tlo.sPbosSrjCuOs is not superconductor despite having the "optimum"
hole concentration can be understood, as ch = —1.75 and Nad =1.

There are at least two other examples reported where the increase in
the number of holes decreases Tc. One is given in ref.[19], that studies
TlBa2Cai-zYICu2O1 (in our scheme ch = i - ].5). When x decreases from
0.2 to 0, thus increasing the number of holes from 1.3 to 1.5, the critical
temperature Tc decreases from 100K to SOK. Similarly, in TlBa2-ILaICuOi

(in our scheme also ch — z — 1.5) ref.[9] reports that for x = O.S Tc = 40A',
while for x = 0 Tc is very low, certainly less than 15K.

To conclude, we shall suggest that an interesting way to visualize (he data
in Table I is to plot Tc/Nad versus \ch\jSad, as in figure 4. There is a clear
indication of a maximum in this plot but of course, looking at the different
materials in more detail, one may find that there is a different maximum for
each of the cluster types, square, pyramidal or octahedral. Also, the alloy
model suggests that future search should be for systems with larger Nad,
that could accomodatt.' more holes per formula unit, and it is interesting lo
note in this respect that the materials where the highest Tc's have been
obtained have a modulated structure, that increases the unit cell size.
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Compound

YBa2Cu4Ot

n ^ 1, same for TIBa

Clusters present

(CvO6)

{CuO<)

+.5(CuOj)
2(CuOs)

Nad

1
1
2
1
1
2
2

2
2
2

-0.2
-0.1
-0.4
+0.15
-0.2
- 1

-0.5

- 1
-0.3
-1.1

Tc(K)

40 [11]
30 [12]
60 [13]
24 [14]
40 114]
90 [7]
60 [7]

SO [15]
20 [16]
90 [17]

• (n - 2){CuO4) 2 - 1 8 5 - 1 1 0 [IS]

2(CuOs) + (n- 2)(CuO<)

2(CuOs)
(C«Ot)

2(CuOi)

1
2

1
2
1
2
2

- 1 < 20 [18]
- 1 . 5 80 - 120 [9]

-1 .5
-1.3
-0 .7
-0 .5
-0.4

Table I Relation between the number of holes or extra electrons,the type of
{CuOn) cluster and Tc. The valence state of the atoms considered is
taken as: Nd,La,Y,Sm + 3; Ba,Ca,Sr,Pb + 2 ; Ce + 4 ; Cu with two
0 neighbors +1, other cases +2 ; 0 - 2 ; Bi,Tl + 2.5. ch is the charge
per unit formula and Nad the number of adequate clusters.

< 15 [9]
100 [19]
40 |9]

80 [20]
30 [21]



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Copper oxygen clusters considered and calculated energy levels
for different values of the cluster charge q. The distance was taken as
1.91 A in the plane and 2.3 A for the apical position. The number of
levels in the cluster (CuOa)~

il is 9 + 4n and the number of electrons
11 + 6n + q. The oxygen 2s and the empty levels are not shown.
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Figure 2 Density of states of Laz-tSrJJuOi in the region close to the Fermi
energy, (a) r = 0 , (b) x = 0.2 . The dotted line is the contribution
due to the apical oxygen , while the thin solid line is the contribution
of the copper atom.

Figure 3 Possible distribution of energy levels in clusters containing Bi or
Tl atoms. The number of levels in the cluster (/?(06)~' is 28 if the
orbitals considered for lit are only 6a and 6p, and the number of elec-
trons is 41 + q for Bi and 39 + q for Tl. The Fermi energy would bi:
above or below the 6s level respectively if q = 9.

Figure 4 Suggested plot for all the copper oxides: Critical temperature
versus number of holes or extra electrons per formula unit, but divided
by the number of adequate clusters, where those holes can be located.
The points are taken from table 1. The curve is just a guide to the
eyes, suggesting some kind of universal behavior.
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